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About This Game

Terroir is a 3D tile-based tycoon game where you manage your very own vineyard. In Terroir, you grow a variety of different
grape varietals, craft your wine, and expand and manage your Estate. You'll also have to deal with factors such as weather and

random events, which can either make or break your business.

Features

Some of the game's features and mechanics include:

 Choose from a selection of different grape varieties, each with their own demands.

 Dynamic weather system reflecting the unpredictability of real world climate.

 Each complete playthrough lasts 60 in-game years, but Players can continue playing without contributing to their final
score.

 Craft wine through the game's 4 winemaking processes: Crushing, Fermentation, Pressing and Ageing. Each type of
grape needs to be crafted a certain way to achieve the best results, so you'll have to learn and master each one.

 Start out with a single planting tile, then expand your Estate to up to 33 tiles, using 6 different tile types. Some tiles
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affect the ones around it, so placement is key.

 Customize your estate with ambient items.

 CHANCE & CIRCUMSTANCE: Terroir's random event and mission system. Players can open the Mystery Box and
choose between CHANCE (a random event that could either have a positive or undesirable outcome) or
CIRCUMSTANCE (a mission that a Player completes for rewards, or gets penalized for failing).

 Join Wine Awards for a chance to earn bonuses to your wine's value and your Estate's renown.

 Clean, minimalist design and gorgeous low-poly 3D models.

 Original soundtrack composed and performed by Singapore's CLARQuinet ensemble.

Put on your field gloves, grab a pair of pruning shears and build your Chateau literally from the ground up. Good luck, and
cheers!
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87 cents and I already can tell that this is going to take a lot of processing power of my brain to finish all the puzzles in 3 stars.

Game rates you based on the number of rotations and moves you have done. and if you think 2D paper architect puzzles are
hard, wait until you try this game where it tricks you do the tracing on a 3D rotatable cube but the image you are trying to solve
is a 2D picture. There was a timer and a lot of negative feedback. Devs listened to the community and removed it. And did it for
good. Now it's just a simple puzzle-timekiller. Nice and relaxing.. Super Game Jam is an incredible idea and has inspired many
to create games inwhich people canget together and make games in a very short time. It is clear that even the most experienced
game designer or designers in general learn from these game jams.
I felt that some of the camera movements and blurs where really OTT and really uneccery. It was really hard to follow and felt
like a film student project. There could have been more time spent maybe POV shots of the designers creating the game or
better questions asked as their designs seemed to have changed their ideas alittle or why they came to that conclusion in the end.
It just felt alittle lost at times, but other than that it was inspiring!
. TL:DNR = If you are an achievement hunter, then buy this. Otherwise, read on...

This is what happens when zoo tycoon meets turbo dismount, but without much of the fun bits. It was fun the first time, and
admittedly the quick progression of achievements got me for a bit longer than I thought it would, but ultimately the novelty
wore off in about 30 minutes. I think if it is on sale for less than US$1 or in a bundle, then it is good. Else, you will be
disappointed. Little replay value, especially if you are like me and have less than 10% of the gamepad skills of a 12 year old (oh
and you NEED a gamepad. WASD controls are abysmal for this kind of game), and because my gamepad skills are weak I
replayed most levels several times until on one I just stopped - game stopped being fun - and maybe I will play more of it
another day, and perhaps someday finish...?

NO at $3.99
5\/10 at <$1. Addictive but not good.

The progression challenge rating is way too steep, and the abbilities aren't balanced. Even in PVP where both sides are always
set to lvl 10 some minions are game breaking and you have a random chance to get those after 20 single player wins.
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This game catches everyones eyes in the library. Unfortunately its only a control demo and when you "play broomball" it puts
you through a tutorial again. While a quidditch mock is bound to happen, I feel this one needs more work and a proper realease.
Hoping to see more in the future as I'd like to fly my nimbus 2000 in a quidditch cup against skeletons, but it'll have to wait.
Recommended for all VR players. Go Tarheels! @House Undergraduate Library. Loved it. The gameplay was solid. Good
puzzles and combat mechanics. Just the only downside was the last level. Some of the last level got too laggy from too many
things happening but it is beatable. And all other levels are appropriately challenging.. Servers are up, dont know why everyones
saying theyre down, I just played for 3 hours straight

Games great, dont bother with the missions go pvp, plenty of people playing. Tons of upgrades, but needs more starter
characters.

If you like turn based games, you'll love this.

The tutorial is garbage & so is the missions against the bots, pvp is great & seems balanced for beginners.

The turn based pvp is obviously where its at, great fun.. I like puzzles and I like sniping. So of course I like this. The game is
actually nicely polished, sniping feels good. All around an interesting concept. Will be playing this more for sure.. Overpriced
for the amount of content added. should be 10 or even five dollars. I would only recomend it when its on sale.. Unique feel to a
timeless format, this game is addicting in its simplicity and complexity as well. And it is being CONSTANTLY updated, which
is awesome and gives me a lot of confidence this will end up being great. Already really good. 8/10. A good twist on the original
game very simple but effective. Got bored pretty fast should add like obstacle 7\/10
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